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National Collegiate Athletic Association Program Analysis 
 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is the governing bodies for all collegiate sports spanning Divisions II, III, 

and I. The acronym GOALS for the NCAA represent growth, opportunity, aspiration, and learning of students in college. The main 

objectives of the NCAA are to govern and promote competition in a fair, safe, unbiased and sportsmanlike manner. The NCAA is also 

responsible for integrating intercollegiate athletics in higher education to foster an outstanding experience for the student-athlete. 

The NCAA has a commitment to: 

·    The collegiate model of athletics in which students participate as an avocation, balancing their academic, social and 
athletics experiences. 

·    The highest levels of integrity and sportsmanship. 

·    The pursuit of excellence in both academics and athletics. 

·    The supporting role that intercollegiate athletics plays in the higher education mission and in enhancing the sense of 
community and strengthening the identity of member institutions. 

·    An inclusive culture that fosters equitable participation for student-athletes and career opportunities for coaches and 
administrators from diverse backgrounds. 

·    Respect for institutional autonomy and philosophical differences. 

·    Presidential leadership of intercollegiate athletics at the campus, conference and national levels (ncaa.org) 
 
The NCAA has been in existence for more than a century. The NCAA was founded in 1840 and one of the earliest athletic 

events was highbrow regatta between Harvard and Yale Universities. Highbrow Regatta is a boat race that tested the superiority of 

oarsman between the two universities. Harvard tried to gain the competitive advantage over Yale by using the services of a person 
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that was not a student of Harvard. The NCAA was formed to combat cheating by seeking unfair advantages by outside influences 

and to control the commercialization of intercollegiate sports (Smith 2009). 

In today’s culture the NCAA has become a money making machine and it is not well received by society. The NCAA was 

created to protect collegiate athletic and to ensure that all events were fair enjoyable to all stakeholders involved.  In the wake of 

the Penn State, University of Miami, and University of North Carolina sandals the NCAA has a serious credibility issue. With all these 

scandals and cover-ups, it leads you to believe that the NCAA has shifted from serving student athletes to exploiting student 

athletes. Just to review the case at Penn State when coach Jerry Sandusky abused children that attended football camps over the 

course of several years was covered up by the head coach and the university for fear of damaging the Penn State Football Program. 

The University of Miami is well documented for allowing boosters to provide gifts and payments to its prominent football and 

basketball players. The University of North Carolina is accused of providing fake classes for its student athletes.  

The stakeholders involved in the NCAA are Divisions I, II, and III, Colleges/Universities, coaches, student athletes, and 

television and cable networks. The NCAA represents collegiate athletes to ensure that fair, unbiased sportsmanlike competition. The 

immediate stakeholder are the student athletes themselves because they are playing collegiate sports for their respective university 

or college in exchange for paid tuition in the form of athletic scholarships. College/Universities are stakeholder because the sports 

teams are representative of their institutions. Coaches are a direct stakeholder because of their skill or lack thereof sports are 

successful or unsuccessful because of them. The pressure to coach at the collegiate level is great because of the stakes involved. 
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Television and Cable Network are major stakeholders because they bring the collegiate game into every American household 

generating revenue from advertising dollars. The stakeholders in the NCAA are cyclical with each stakeholder is an essential cog in 

the process.    

Today the National Collegiate Athletic Association has evolved into dynasty generating revenue in the hundreds of millions of 

dollars. With the popularity of major sports of football, basketball, baseball, track and field college sports have become more popular 

than the pro-game in their respective sports.  Colleges and University benefit handsomely when their schools have winning teams. 

Winning teams brings endorsements for the university, television contracts, which generate millions for the schools.  With all the 

rewards to be gained by the schools the pressure to win is placed upon coaches and student athletes. Colleges and Universities 

attacks the best coaches in the country by offering multi-million dollar contracts and allure the best student athletes with the 

enticement of them transitioning to a pro-team along with academic scholarship.  With the addition of the Bowl Championship Series 

(BCS), the NCAA has created a spectacle that generates close to a billion dollars in revenue allowing multiple schools to participate.  

These bowl series has attracted corporations, which in recent years expanding the bowl series because of popularity and the ability 

of corporations to directly market to millions of people. College basketball has the same allure with March Madness, which includes 

Conference Championships, National Invitational tournament, and the NCAA tournament, which also generate close to a billion in 

revenue for the NCAA and Colleges.  
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Popular sports for colleges and universities attract television and cable networks, coupled with endorsement deals make the 

NCAA very lucrative.  

As a high school coach and a form collegiate athlete I do not foresee any ethical challenges involved in the evaluation of the 

NCAA. I am no longer a stakeholder and I believe that I can evaluate this program fair and objectively based on the facts. I am very 

aware of the NCAA’s public perception and I do realize it is a rather large entity with many moving parts. 

 

Evaluation Model Advantages Disadvantages 

 

EXPERTISE-ORIENTED APPROACH 

 

 Relies primarily on professional 

expertise to judge the quality of an 

institution, program, product, or 

institution 

 Include formal and informal review 

systems 

 Make evaluators aware of the 

importance of valuing their work 

 Uses central task of evaluation to 

make a judgment about the value 

of a program, product, or activity 

 Commonly used by public, 

nonprofit, and private organizations 

and industries (Fitzpatrick, Sanders 

& Worthen, 2010) 

 Permits evaluators to make 

judgments that reflect personal 

biases 

 Expertise of the experts is a 

potential weakness 

 Content experts may lack expertise 

in the evaluation process itself 
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PROGRAM-ORIENTED EVALUATION 

APPROACHES 

 

 Simplistic, easily understood, and 

easy to follow and implement 

 Holds the program accountable for 

what its designers said it was going 

to accomplish (Fitzpatrick, Sanders 

& Worthen, 2010) 

 

 Single minded focus on objectives 

and their measurements 

 Focus causes evaluators to ignore 

important outcomes of the program 

 Neglects program description and 

the need to gain an understanding 

of the context 

 Evaluators may neglect their role in 

considering the value of the 

objectives themselves 

 

DECISION-ORIENTED EVALUATION 

APPROACHES 

 

 Oldest approach and most 

frequently used 

 Focus directly on decisions 

 Evaluator are in control during the 

evaluation 

 Evaluation results and 

recommendations are more likely to 

be used since key decisions-makers 

are involved in the 

process(Fitzpatrick, Sanders & 

Worthen, 2010) 

 

 

 

 Focus on decisions 

 Tend to neglect stakeholders with 

less powers 

 The evaluators occasional inability 

to respond to questions or issues 

that may be significant or critical 
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PARTICIPANT-ORIENTED EVALUATION 

APPROACHES 

 

 Involve stakeholders to gain trust in 

the evaluation 

 Stakeholders have knowledge and 

perspectives that evaluators do not 

have 

 Evaluation is always a partnership 

 Evaluators are aware of the 

potential value of including the 

stakeholder (Fitzpatrick, Sanders & 

Worthen, 2010). 

 Evaluators will have to balance the 

advantages and disadvantages of 

undertaking a participatory 

approach in a new setting 

 Feasibility, or manageability of 

implementing successful 

participative study 

 Credibility of the results to those 

who do not participate in the 

process. 

 

Explain your choice of model for your program evaluation:  The evaluation model that works best with my topic is the 

Expertise-Oriented Model. The NCAA is a large organization and represents all of collegiate sports in the United States 

an outside entity need to evaluate the program to ensure that all stakeholders are represented fairly. The NCAA has 

grown exponentially causing the mission and goals to become distorted.  I intend to apply the Expertise Oriented 

Model by evaluating the NCAA objectively using a variety research sources available. 
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Evaluative Criteria 
 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) exists to regulate intercollegiate athletics. The NCAA has been under public 

scrutiny recently because of its business practices. Critics feel that the NCAA is self-serving and places the needs of the student 

athlete behind their own agenda of generating revenues. The following questions should be explored to evaluate the National 

Collegiate Association (NCAA).   

 What is the overall goal of the NCAA in regards to generating and distributing revenue? 

 How does the NCAA level the playing field so that all schools have an equal opportunity to compete? 

 What is the responsibility of the NCAA to student athletes? 

 How does the NCAA police and set regulations for academic standards for its student athletes? 

 How does the NCAA justify making hundreds of millions in profit but its main stakeholder the student athlete are the least 

compensated? Should compensation go beyond athletic scholarships? 

 
Rationale 
 
 The above-mentioned questions will impact the program evaluation of the NCAA will have a significant effect or the 

organization because it will expose what the NCAA is doing right and what are the major deficiencies of the NCAA. Question 1 will 

examine or review the overall goal of the NCAA and expose how funds are generated and distributed. Question 2 will examine how 

the NCAA makes collegiate sports fair for all schools regardless of size. Question 3 will exam the responsibilities it have to the 

student athletes that they serve. Has the NCAA lost its way? Question 4 will examine how effectively the NCAA polices the set 

regulations for academic standards for the student athlete. Question 5 examines the justification of how the NCAA makes its money 

and the impact it has on the students it serves. 
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 What will not be evaluated is the role the NCAA has with each particular sport. Although some sports provide a larger 

opportunity to generate revenue for the NCAA because of familiarity and popularity, the NCAA has the same responsibility to all 

sports sanctioned by the NCAA. 

 The choice of evaluation questions meets an absolute standard. The standards must be black and white to establish an 

organization that is consistent, uniform and fair to all the stakeholders it serves. Moreover, rules and regulation must meet an 

absolute standard to achieve consistency and overall fairness.   

All stakeholders should have some input in the questions the evaluation should ask so the program evaluator should have a 

clear understanding of the stakeholder’s interest in the organization.  This approach should give the program a clear picture and will 

help him/her get a clearer picture of how the organization should perform without bias. The stakeholder should have limited roles in 

determining the evaluative criteria because they would only provide criteria from their own interest. The criteria should only be 

determined from the program evaluators with consultation from the stakeholders involved. 

 

Data Collection Design and Sampling Strategy 
 

 
For the purposes of program evaluation, there is no one size fits all design that will suit all organizations. The NATIONAL 

COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION is a billion dollar a year organization with lots of moving parts. To effectively evaluate this 

organization, a combination of methods needs to be utilized. The stakeholders are many, with different viewpoints and interest in 
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regards to how the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION should function and represent them as stakeholders. Choosing 

the Mixed Method Design is best suited for this evaluation. Mixed Method Designs can be used to conduct research using both 

quantitative and qualitative methods. The advantages of mixed method designs are: 

 

 Can be based on one or all perspectives 
 Research problems can become research questions 
 Sample sizes can vary 
 Data collection can involve any technique available to researchers 
 Can be easily describe and to report 
 Useful when unexpected results arise from a prior study 
 Can position research in a transformative framework 

  
The NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION is under public scrutiny for, exploitation of collegiate athletes that they 

represent, record profits, creating a playoff system for college football, dismantling the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) and setting 

rules and regulations that promotes fairness. Evaluation the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION is massive 

undertaking because the NCAA is a national organization that represents 1,281 institutions, conferences, organizations, and 

individuals that organize the athletic programs of many colleges and universities in the United States and Canada. The stakeholders 

involved in this evaluation all having opposing interest. Financial records from the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 

will needed to evaluate profitability, and determination of where revenue is being generated. One controversy is that the NATIONAL 

COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION makes millions off of the popularity of athletes by selling memorabilia of the athletes like 

popular athletes jerseys, helmets and t-shirts. Most of the athletes that plays for college teams can’t afford to buy a jersey with 
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his/her name on it. Another perspective is from the athlete’s point of view. Long hours are put into training for their perspective 

sport without pay. Moreover the collegiate athlete spends a lot of time participating in contest, traveling and on top of a busy athletic 

schedule he/she is also responsible for maintaining respectable grades for eligibility. On argument is that the student athlete is being 

compensated with a full scholarship in return for their service for the university; is that a fair trade? Yes the athlete is free tuition, 

which are zero overheads for the college or university in exchange for an athlete generating millions in revenue for a particular 

college.  Also the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION is also responsible for setting rules that would make competition 

fair for all colleges involved. The Rules for the game should be established and maintained. The size and strength of players should 

not be taken into consideration for rule changes so that a weaker team or a player could compete. As long as the competitive 

advantage is natural, the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION has no right to adjust the rules to level the playing field. 

The only governances the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION should have are that all players must maintain a 

minimum grade point average and meet the amateur athlete status.   

This information needs to be collected using a number of methods such as face-to-face interviews to review and examine 

financial documents from the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION. Evaluators need to review current and historical 

data gain an understanding of profit margins gained by the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION. Interviews need to be 

conducted with admissions to gain an understanding of the graduation rate of student athlete past and present. This information will 

determine if student athletes are being compensated for their time and efforts by a respectable graduation rate or a transition to the 
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professional arena. Student athletes around the country will be asked to participate in online survey to gain perspective on being 

student athletes and how their respective colleges and the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION treat them. A random 

sample of athletes will be interviewed face-to-face to gain first hand knowledge of the student athlete and evaluations will be used 

to measure consistency with the online surveys. Moreover, a random sample of former student athletes will be interview to account 

for their perspective. This mixed method examines the perspectives of all stakeholders and measuring them against the expectations 

of the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, colleges, universities and student athletes.  

There are many limitations to conducting an evaluation of an organization such as the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC 

ASSOCIATION. Limitations include time requirements and resolving discrepancies between different types of data. To have a clear 

evaluation there are a large number of stakeholders that need to be interview face-to-face, surveyed, and give written accounts of 

their experiences with the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION. Being able to complete such a task cause problems 

with time restraints. How do you know when you have information and what is a reasonable time to expect to have all surveyed data 

completed? Because of the nature of the survey and the number of stakeholders affected by the survey depending on what side of 

the issue you are on there are potential for bias. Universities, colleges, coaches, television and cable networks have a will have a 

different point of view than the student athletes themselves. Moreover, to conduct a massive program evaluation of the magnitude, 

resources will be pushed to its limits. To combat this online surveys will be utilized, face-to-face interviews will be conducted using 
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technologies such as Skype, and websites such as go to meeting.com. The US Mail will also need to be utilized for paper surveys 

with paid postage. 

If I were to conduct a survey, I would need to sample all stakeholders from players, coaches, college athletic directors, 

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, advertising and marketing executives and former players. 

The main goal of the survey is to get an understanding on how effective the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC 

ASSOCIATION is functioning along with feelings and attitudes all stakeholders towards the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC 

ASSOCIATION. The surveys will be used to determine if the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION is acting in its own 

best interest or in the interest of the student athletes as intended. My choice of item types in the survey will be combination open-

ended questions to gain a true feeling of all stakeholders involved and guided questions about the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE 

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION and thoughts about how it be improved and work for all parties involved.  I would also collect and analyze 

historical data or existing data to investigate how the NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION handled public scrutiny in 

the past. 
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Reporting Strategy 

 
Student Athletes 

Face-to-Face Interviews 
Online Surveys 

N/A Collegiate athletes that the 
NCAA represents 

NCAA 
 

Face-to-Face interviews with 
top officials, comprehensive 
review of historical records, 
and surveys 

Total transformation of NCAA 
policies to possibly include 
paying athletes for their 
services 

Governing body of all collegiate 
sports in the United States and 
Canada 

 
 College Coaches 

Face-to-Face interviews and 
surveys 

Changes in recruiting practices 
which could directly effect how 
their teams perform positively 
or negatively 

Responsible for putting 
together and maintaining 
winning teams for colleges and 
universities 

 
Television and Cable Networks 

Review of contracts and 
financial statements and face-
to-face interviews 

Financial gains benefitting the 
NCAA and not the players  

Promotes and displays games 
for public consumption 

 
Sponsors 

Comprehensive review of 
endorsements deals with the 
colleges and universities. 

Financial gains off the backs of 
student athletes 

Produces college, player, and 
athletic attire for student 
athletes and the public. 

 
Colleges and Universities 

Face-to-Face interviews with 
top officials, comprehensive 
review of historical records, 
and surveys 

Changes in the rules of how 
colleges and universities can 
recruit their student athletes  

Responsible for educating the 
student athletes that attends 
their respective schools. 

 
 

   

 
Values, Standards, and Criteria: This evaluation of the National Collegiate Athletic Association will conduct a comprehensive 
review that will promote transparency of the relationship the NCAA has with its student athletes. Moreover, it will further examine 
how the NCAA governs college athletics to determine if the NCAA benefits all parties evolved. 
 

 
Potential ethical issues: There are many ethical issues are at stake with the evaluation of the NCAA. The NCAA has become a 
billion dollar business that has strayed away being an advocate for the student athlete. It has become a money machine that 
supports big business at the expense of student athletes. An evaluation of the NCAA can present ethical issues because of the 
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possible changes of how the NCAA will conduct business in regards to paying student athletes for their services. The question 
remains if students are being paid are they employees of the colleges or students? 
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